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Introduction to the Pluto Planet Centered Report
When the solar system is viewed from Pluto's perspective, the great distance from the sun results in extremely
concentrated bundles of planets around the Sun.
Pluto, the renegade planet, represents a map of transformation over multiple lifetimes. Your Pluto-centered
chart, including Pluto's moon Charon, addresses transformation in this lifetime. Similar to the way our Sun and
Moon reflect daily and weekly changes in your life, the relationship between the Sun and Charon reflects your
karmic potential in the current lifetime, and the other planets illuminate that potential.
Pluto breaks a lot of solar system rules. In fact, Pluto is so different that it suggests how your activities are not
merely contrary to the rules, but actually outside the boundaries of traditional social limitations. Pluto reveals
the most unpredictable factors in your life.
When Pluto is active, you find yourself saying 'Why me?' Life can come at you from all directions, pushing
you to exert yourself emotionally and spiritually, and challenging long-held personal beliefs. Whatever you
have learned about power and will, Pluto inspires you to see new meaning in the events occurring around you.
Although not all events are outside the realm of the expected, your responses may astonish you. You discover
that you have greater emotional range and depth than you imagined. You also learn a great deal about how to
use your own will and power to get through tough moments when they happen.
Pluto reflects very long term goals for you. In fact, some of the goals are so long term that you will pursue
them over more than one lifetime! This planet truly does represent the invisible forces at work in your physical,
mental, emotional and spiritual life.
Pluto's dance with its moon Charon is equally unusual. Charon is about a quarter the size of Pluto and always
shows the same face to the planet, as do most of the moons in our solar system. In addition, the same face of
Pluto is always to Charon! Because Charon is quite large relative to Pluto (over half the diameter of the
planet), during certain periods there is an eclipse each day, followed by extended periods in which no eclipse
occurs because Charon's orbital plane is more or less perpendicular to the plane of the ecliptic.
The zodiacal position of Charon is a profound indicator of karmic focus in your life. If Pluto represents power
and will in your charts, then the sign of Charon suggests the greatest single ally you have in your pursuit of
karmic understanding.
The position of Charon with respect to the Sun addresses your best uses of power and will. The Sun represents
the Mind of the solar system. In the Pluto-centered chart, Charon shows the nature of your creative genius.
Neptune can be another big player in the Pluto-centered chart. It is the planet with the greatest range of
potential in this chart. Only Charon can form a wider range of relationships to the Sun and personal planets. As
such this moon of Pluto reflects the tone of your spiritual will and mission.
Introduction to Planets
PLANETS: The planets in any chart are the actors. They mirror life for us. Their placement in and movement
through the signs provide a synchronistic reflection of our potential and experience. They also indicate unique
expressions of the Solar energy which drives our physical lives. The planets and moons bear the familiar
mythological names of gods and goddesses as well as mortals. The myths themselves stand as metaphors for
energies and activities which we experience in our day-to-day activities.
Introduction to Signs
The signs in any planet-centered chart provide the background for the movement of planets and moons. The
signs are composed of fixed stars that are light years away from Earth. The constellations were described by
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various ancient civilizations and are remarkably consistent in different cultures. From our point of view, they
provide twelve filters for the light of the planets and moons and modify or focus those energies.

Introduction to Aspects
Relationships among the planets, Sun and moons (called aspects) reveal how contrary elements of your nature
express in your life. They show where you have greater potential and also where difficulties may arise.
Sun Introduction
Regardless of the planet's perspective, the Sun is the dominant figure in astrological charts. The Sun provides
the most powerful indication of your potential at a higher level of expression. It always provides a referent to
the intention of Solar Mind, and hence of the larger mind of the solar system. The Sun indicates the individual
thrust of your energy.
If Pluto aims involve the use of will and power, the Sun reflects the most direct path to those goals. The Sun is
the source of almost all the energy in the solar system, and it represents the source of all things, both material
and spiritual. The Sun represents both the place where you start in this lifetime and the ultimate destination. It
points out your karmic potential from Pluto's perspective.
Sun in Capricorn
The Sun in Capricorn suggests the most perfect expression of Pluto's energy in form. Life pulses freely,
emerging from psychic roots to energize the physical body anew. The Sun here signals a crisis of will,
demanding that you face karmic realities and work to fulfill your psychic dharma.
Your Capricorn Sun in the Pluto-centered chart draws compassion into human expression, allowing you to
experience it directly on the physical level. You understand the power of will in your body, coming alive to the
effective expression of power on all levels. Use your will creatively and control the use of emotional or
physical force.
Sun conjunct Mercury (strong)
You take a logical, common sense approach to setbacks and change, and you share your logic with others. The
strength of your words depends on the clarity of your motivation and the power embodied in your actions.
Sun conjunct Venus (strong)
You feel the beauty of your environment as though it were a living thing. You use everything you have learned
about people to further your personal agenda through social tactics. You draw people to you through force of
will.
Sun conjunct Mars (strong)
You seem to have limitless amounts of energy; the trick is to learn when to stop for a rest. You also benefit
from meditation to cultivate compassion in the midst of turmoil.
Sun conjunct Jupiter (strong)
You gain recognition and accomplish much through sheer optimism. You look best in a spotlight that shines on
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your desire to help others through your psychic sensitivity to the present and future.
Sun conjunct Saturn (weak)
The constructive qualities of firmness, modesty and determination develop only when you walk the walk. You
gain understanding of compassion through meditation and study. Then you have to put it into action.
Sun conjunct Earth (strong)
There is a direct and profound connection between your spiritual mission and your ability to pursue it through
intelligent activity. From the Pluto-centered perspective, you are able to fulfill your life goals through skillful
means driven by your will.
Sun semi-square Neptune (strong)
You are far more sensitive to your environment than most people. Sometimes this causes nervous weakness;
sometimes the inner tension is an indication of increased psychic awareness.
Mercury Introduction
Your personal power and your communication style are aligned very closely. From the time you learned to
speak, you may have expressed yourself quite forcefully in certain situations. Mercury's placement in your
Pluto-centered chart indicates the best means available for using your intelligence and power skillfully in
communication with others.
Mercury in Capricorn
Mercury addresses your keen desire for physical expression by providing different avenues for your senses.
Your karmic path takes you through more than one conflict with the promise that you come out the other side
in harmony with yourself and the universe. You understand the cyclical nature of life, and you appreciate
cycles that crop up in your work.
Mercury conjunct Venus (strong)
You have a sense of design and grace in terms of material objects and in relationships. You tend toward a
light-hearted existence and sometimes appear not to care when major events occur in your life. Actually, close
relationships are vital to your life.
Mercury conjunct Mars (strong)
You use your powerful mind to help you through difficult transitions in your life. A tendency toward rash
action can make endings more abrupt than need be. Occasionally you may become involved in legal actions or
other controversies. You can develop great skill in argument.
Mercury conjunct Jupiter (strong)
Common sense, for you, is grounded in intellect. As long as you take a scrupulously honest approach to life,
you will find that change flows in a positive direction. Your active mind and optimism give you unique
teaching talents.
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Mercury conjunct Earth (strong)
Intelligent activity, for you, involves making a strong connection with your subconscious or unconscious mind.
You are able to bring thoughts and feelings to the surface and work with them.
Mercury semi-square Neptune (strong)
You have a vivid fantasy life that can lead nervous stress on the physical plane and confused perception of
reality. It can also develop in you the qualities of compassion and subtle perception. You are seldom surprised
by changes, due to your keen foresight.
Venus Introduction
From the perspective of Pluto, you and all your close friends are likely to have Venus in the same sign. This
reflects the fact that Pluto moves very slowly, and from a perspective that far from the Sun, Venus will also
move very little over a period of several years.
In the Pluto-centered chart, Venus helps you to define how will and power interweave with love and art in your
life. It indicates how you engage in relationships of all kinds. Magnetic or psychic attraction is shown by the
sign Venus occupies. Venus also indicates how you approach social relationships. Your Pluto-centered chart
shows how you use power and will - how you get your own way in relationships.
Because Pluto is a renegade planet, the position of Venus in the Pluto-centered chart defines how you engage
in the unexpected where relationships are concerned.
Venus in Capricorn
At the conscious level, you constantly seek a powerful position in your life. You enjoy orderly, beautiful
surroundings, and you apply your will to developing such an atmosphere around you. The result, interestingly,
is often strikingly different from what other people would have chosen.
You offer physical support to others, based on your sense of what is needed, and not so much on the apparent
realities of a situation. Your practical efforts thrive as you develop greater mastery of both power and will you find that you seldom go down the wrong track. You more easily maintain your leadership capacity when
you moderate your desires.
Venus conjunct Earth (strong)
Intelligent activity arises in your life through a connection to concrete knowledge. You are able to put what
you know into effective action in relationships.
Venus conjunct Mars (strong)
You experience passionate relationships because of your ability to moderate between Self and other. You have
a warm heart and creative abilities. There can be fluctuating feelings or a lack of tact.
Venus conjunct Jupiter (strong)
Love is a hallmark of your life. You have both the possibility of relationship conflicts and the potential for
harmonious long-term relationships. The key to either is in the tactful yet heartfelt communication of your
feelings.
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Venus semi-square Neptune (strong)
People may be surprised to find that you would prefer to live in a world of illusion and can make this your life
work. You idealize love relationships and can be devastated when infatuations end. Focus on your high ideals.
Earth Introduction
The Earth represents the direction in which intelligent activity will most likely move. In any planet-centered
chart the Earth is obviously where you, the individual are; thus the Earth represents the human capacity from
the perspective of each planet. From Pluto's perspective, you exert your power and will through the sign the
Earth occupies.
Earth in Capricorn
You relate to will and power through ambitious action, and your awareness will focus on concentration and
imagination. You naturally take the time and effort to do each task well. Your imagination keeps you from
producing dull results. There's a lot of life in everything you do.
Earth conjunct Mars (strong)
You are able to carry your thoughts about intelligent activity into action. You can change direction quickly
when there is urgent need to do so.
Earth conjunct Jupiter (strong)
Your personal philosophical beliefs are closely integrated with your actions. The combination looks a lot like
luck because it integrates the process of growth with keen intelligence.
Earth semi-square Neptune (strong)
The challenge of intelligent activity is both helped and hindered by psychic sensitivity. You have the necessary
sensitivity; however confusion and deceit sometimes play a part, making the best path unclear.
Mars Introduction
Mars indicates the direction your devotion takes. Mars is energetic, even aggressive at times. In some
situations Mars energy is directed into thoughtful devotional activities, quieter but no less energetic. The
placement of Mars in your Pluto-centered chart reflects the energy and passion that you employ when dealing
with power and will. Mars produces movement and change in every passionate undertaking.
In the Pluto-centered chart, devotion utilizes power and will. Because this chart represents your highest and
best approach to power of all kinds, devotion to what you do enhances the way you perceive and use will and
power. The sign placement of Mars shows how and where you devote energy to understanding and using
physical and emotional force effectively. You may discover greater courage through psychic insights, and you
certainly gain a sense of when to push ahead with determination to accomplish goals consistent with your
desires.
Mars in Capricorn
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You have remarkable endurance that amazes your coworkers. Your concrete efforts are fully supported by
physical and emotional power. You seem able to move mountains of paperwork or emotional roadblocks with
ease.
Capable of serious planning and careful thought, you rarely make overt errors; you have thought everything out
beforehand and worked through the kinks. When you are caught up in your own ego, exert will to control the
use of force. Include other people in your activities, but don't be overly demanding of their time.
Mars conjunct Jupiter (strong)
Fortunate decisions mark the major turning points of your life. You have the ability to concentrate on unique
goals and thus will have successful results professionally.
Mars semi-square Neptune (strong)
You suffer from periodic lack of energy. You have an internal sense of timing. You are inspired to acts of
devotion. Avoid unnecessary use of drugs.
Jupiter Introduction
Jupiter indicates the path toward fusion of heart and mind, the subjective purpose for manifestation. This is
perhaps the most central experience of wisdom that anyone will ever have. From the Pluto-centered
perspective, life's processes are defined by power and will.
The expansive process of your mind and spirit relishes the chance to exert yourself powerfully. Meditation on
the sign Jupiter occupies in your Pluto-centered chart can show you, at the very least, a metaphor for those
activities that will lead to the most effective use of your will and power in the pursuit of your particular
dharma.
Jupiter in Capricorn
For you, the urge to grow and expand is directed toward steady development of all your psychic abilities. You
recognize that although you sometimes want to jump into things, you function better when you test the psychic
depth before you act. In addition, you benefit from learning to control your power through application of will.
You use self-discipline not to control or limit yourself, but rather to extend yourself as far as possible into the
psychic realms that interest you. The alchemical process of concentration brings matters into close alignment
so that you can work with them in a more practical way.
Jupiter semi-square Neptune (weak)
The richness of feelings in your life is the result of your close connection to the psychic realm. A lack of
spiritual rigor can be matched by a lack of physical strength; working with both will help you to avoid
instability.
Saturn Introduction
Saturn is the Lord of Karma - the imposer of retribution and the cause of all repayment of debts. You free
yourself from the effects of past karma when you master your psychic talent and gain insight into karmic
relationships without accumulating any unnecessary karma in the present. This mastery includes the capacity to
utilize will to moderate your personal power effectively.
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Saturn also reflects the structure of your intellect and the way you approach structure through psychic means.
The key is to remove obstacles and hindrances without surrendering any values that are precious to you. This
means that you stop acting expediently and begin to act responsibly.
Saturn in Capricorn
You evaluate the structure in the world around you by using your power and will to cut through seemingly
one-sided views. Psychic talents support your efforts to extend diplomatic offers to others. Elder family
members inspire you to travel outside the country of your birth. Self-restraint serves your needs well.
The concrete expression of your power and will focuses on getting the job done, whatever the task may be.
Insights fuel your ambition.
Saturn semi-sextile Uranus (strong)
Inhibited rhythms affect your physical body and your social existence. You are able to overcome difficulties.
Close partnerships help you to avoid excess stress.
Uranus Introduction
The search for equilibrium in your life reaches beyond the limits of this plane of manifestation, seeking to
integrate the experiences of body, mind and spirit into one profound expression of unfolded consciousness.
This level of integration occurs when the soul and the personality are brought into alignment through accident
or through ritual experience. Thus the practice of ritual offers a valuable path for you as you develop a sense of
balance. As you apply your power to refining your understanding of various rituals, you gain strength of will.
Uranus in Aquarius
You understand human nature very well. You get along with the people you like, and you stay out of trouble
with those you don't. Your attitude is a huge part of your intellectual ability, and you refine the use of power to
an art form. You can be ultra cooperative or totally rebellious. Your choice. Hint: Save the rebellious attitude
for matters you will still care about a year from now. In the mean time, rely on good manners.
Uranus opposition Charon (weak)
Manifesting insight is a learned skill, something you will work on throughout your life. Maintain openness to
others and don't try to be too clever.
Uranus quintile Neptune (weak)
You have the potential for developing your psychic gifts. While you sometimes experience confused psychic
states, you can achieve spiritual enlightenment. Create your own openings for growth.
Neptune Introduction
Neptune focuses your capacity for compassion through the sign where it is found. You enhance your
receptivity to ideas and feelings, and you can focus your devotional activities there. It is the receptivity of
Neptune that allows your natural compassion to emerge. This same receptivity can be developed into a psychic
awareness of your surroundings, and especially in relationships of all kinds.
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Neptune in Scorpio
You are interested in subcultures that permeate every society. In particular, you tend to seek out cultures that
honor Nature and healing. You may have had past life experiences where you held a position of great power in
Bolivia, Morocco, or western Australia.
With Neptune in a water sign, potential psychic development focuses on clairsentience, psychic protection,
aura reading, and any form of hydromancy. Focus your will when learning these skills.
Neptune trine Charon (strong)
Manifesting devotion can become the focus and directing force in your life. It's not enough to feel the devotion
within your heart. You feel you must remain patient in developing and using your psychic talents.
Charon Introduction
If Pluto represents power and will, then Charon in the Pluto-centered chart reflects the natural direction of
positive intention with regard to your power. Charon is either in your face or nearly impossible to pin down,
depending on the sate of your psychic and spiritual talents. Charon travels through the entire zodiac with each
rotation of Pluto, so whatever your perspective, the perception of Triton is constantly changing. Your birth
chart provides a snapshot of this moon and therefore reveals a specific attitude or approach to the use of will
and power.
From Pluto's perspective, Charon and the Sun are the only two objects that appear to have total freedom. All
the rest of the planets are tied to the Sun. The inner planets are nearly always conjunct the Sun, and even
Uranus and Neptune are always close to the Sun in the chart. Triton can be opposite the Sun or in any other
relationship. By examining the position of Triton and its aspects, you obtain a profound glimpse at the potential
for power in your life, and this picture complements the view of Pluto in your geocentric chart.
Charon is not antithetical to Pluto's nature. Instead, Charon is more of an ally or servant, indicating the most
constructive way to use Pluto's power. Because Charon can easily be in any of the signs, the sign it occupies in
your Pluto-centered chart signals how you may use power and will to fulfill your life mission, enhance your
secret abilities, and resolve karmic issues.
Charon in Cancer
The genius of your superior emotional balance lies in the fact that it is completely hidden at the outset of any
activity. All people see is your nurturing capacity, and they rarely realize that you also have a sense of family
rooted deeply in your culture. Therefore other people often miss the fact that you have emotional stability for
the long haul as well.
Your will is also under cover in the early stages of any activity. You cultivate some powerful undercurrents of
emotion that fuel your preparation for any serious activity. Then you sustain your visible effort with hidden
emotional fuel.
Because of this quality in your nature, you excel more in creative careers and nurturing activities that draw
upon your emotional depths. You probably dislike being embarrassed by surprises and public displays.
Your physical power and emotional will are backed by profound psychic ability. You feel the emotional flow
around you. In addition, you can learn how to move those flows in creative, positive directions.
Completely weird events or situations arise, primarily concerning a family member. You have new
opportunities or responsibilities thrust upon you without warning. This need not present difficulties if you
maintain an open mind.
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